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From: PUCO ContactOPSB 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: valeriechristlna@rocketmail.com 
Cc: PUCO ContactOPSB 
Subject: RE: Greenwich 

Mrs. Malicki, 

Thank you for these additional comments regarded OPSB Case Number 13-0990-EL-B6N. They will be docketed In the 
case record. 

Sincerely, 

Steve 
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Steve Irvk'in *?^ _̂  
Public Outreach Coordinator T J S \IX 
Ohio Power Siting Board •̂— 
614.466.2871 ^ ^ 
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From: valeriechristlnaiS^rocketmail.com [mailto:valeriechrl5tina(g)rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 4:44 PM 
To: PUCO ContactOPSB 
Subject: Greenwich 

To all voting and non voting members ofthe OPSB, 

thank you sincerely for all your help this week. 

I do find it very callous, inconsiderate, rude & downright ignorant that, according to Windlab and their 
wonderful research on the people who are opposing this project, my property is not considered "important" 
because I'm only a mere 717 feet away from this disaster &waste of taxpayer money project. 

fascinating how they want to research me now but no one even let us know anything about this big horrible 
scam while it was in process for 4 years! 

ruining the socioeconomic status of this community, property values plummeting , people worried about their 
health, etc! 

I love how they continue to refer to this area as "agricultural" when wind turbine 14 has over 550 homes within 
a mile and a half and I guess those people arent important eitherf 

I submit that every single person who presented in opposition had a good reason to , and they are part of this 
community , this county, this state, jndJhekeVq^i^jgatts^dfenl^ some foreign company that 
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doesn't care about us, only wants (wasted) govt money, a company that built a project in Canada and then 
quickly sold it. a company that lies, a company that scams from the very beginning, as evidenced by: the main 
people knowing about this project were the leaseholders and the "important" people that they have scammed. 

if they want to continue doing the research they will research and find out that no one no one no one wants them 
here except for the people they have tricked into leasing them land. 

please do not be so ignorant as to not see the dishonesty of this company, recommendations all over the world 
show that turbines should be 3 miles away from people and residences and highways parks schools, the people 
who have submitted opposition are part of this community, they care more about their house and their babies 
and their kids and their quality of life and their sleep than pleasing some foreign company receiving our tax 
dollars. 

it also deeply saddens me that our beautiful public school is within 2 miles of 3 of these monstrous bewsts, and 
our park is within 2 miles of 7 of tgese wasteful giants. Yet, the worldwide research shows that the effects to 
sleep and mental well-being are over 3 miles, this company does not care about our children. 

this goes right along with their theme, the whole entire 73 page reports reports nothing nothing nothing on the 
research done that shows these things are safe for people to be around, that shows the infrasound does not harm 
your vestibular organs and every organ in your entire body, nothing shows there safe work fetuses babies kids 
elderly population people with migraine disorder inner ear disorder artistic kids etc. on the contrary the head of 
Harvards vestibular Department is currently diagnosing people with wind turbine syndrome, funny how they are 
so steadfast to research the homes ofthe people who are in opposition but they are so clueless about the masses 
, thousands of people around the world who have been made sick by these beasts that produce that affects every 
cell in your body, the infi*asound that caused 1600 miscarriages in a Danish mink fur farm, yeah that infrasound, 
they said was simply "rhetoric." yet a Canadian doctor who has researchd the infrasound reports that 
approximately one in three people will have negative health symptoms. 

please put this in the public record. 

sincerely, 
Mrs. Valerie Malicki, MA, LPCC 
(I know I only live 717 feet away from the property line but I'm still a person too, with a family and children -
who wants to live a healthy life and have more healthy children who can concentrate and get sleep in our own 
home) 


